College/University Softball Field of the Year

Pete Wozniak and Alberta B. Farrington Softball Stadium of Arizona State University earned the STMA 2003 Softball Field of the Year honors.

IN & ON THE GROUND

14 Maximizing water use on athletic fields
When you get right down to it, for most facilities optimizing irrigation system performance and scheduling regimens are going to yield the greatest results.

SPORTSTURF MACHINES

26 Simple Athletic Field Fertility
Fertility can be puzzling. Considerations must be made to the location, amount of traffic, and disease and pest incidence to apply correct amounts of nutrients.

AROUND THE GROUNDS

32 Turf students busy on Left Coast
Cal Poly turf students actively prepare for their future careers while having some fun along the way, including building a new teaching golf green.

33 USA Softball facility in good hands
A conversation with Johnny McClung, long-time turf manager for the USA Softball facilities in Oklahoma City, OK.

39 OPE emissions, technology update
The EPA emission standards established for the outdoor power equipment (OPE) industry, and set up in a matrix of progressively tougher compliance levels, has presented engineers with a formidable challenge.